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In GA, 818 People Voted Only for Trump, Not Senate Race.
For Biden, It Was 95,801.
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The statistical argument against an alleged
Biden win continues to mount.

Trump campaign senior advisor Steve Cortes
made the case, noting several anomalies and
improbabilities that suggest the possibility
of fraud and warrant closer inspection.

One of the most glaring issues is the vast
difference in Georgia of the number of
individuals who voted for President Trump,
but not for the state’s U.S. Senate race,
versus the number of voters who did the
equivalent for Joe Biden.

For the president, it was 818, meaning that
of the millions of voters who cast ballots for
him, only a little over 800 did not also vote
for the Senate race.

For Biden, however, the number was 95,801 — meaning nearly 96,000 people allegedly voted for the
former vice president but did not bother choosing candidates in the Senate contest. According to
reports, Biden leads the president by about 14,000 votes in the state.

The statistical case against a Biden win. Part 3

“Biden-only” ballots#ChalkTalk https://t.co/j1UUxqZPIm pic.twitter.com/0YUnS6Mv1H

— Steve Cortes (@CortesSteve) November 10, 2020

In a breakdown at The National Pulse, Cortes notes that “By comparison, in Wyoming Biden only
registered a surplus “Biden-only” take of just 725 votes over the Democratic Senate candidate there, or
about 1/4th his take in in Georgia, on a percentage basis.”

He asks, “Why would so many people vote Biden-only in battleground Georgia, but not in deeply-red
Wyoming, for instance?”

Then there’s the question of turnout. Cortes states that turnout for the battleground state of Wisconsin,
which the mainstream media called for Biden, was above 90 percent of registered voters.

The Trump advisor writes:

Even in a state with same-day registration, such a number seems implausible.

After all, in Australia, a place where voting is mandatory, and failing to vote is punishable
with stiff fines, the total turnout for the most recent election was still only 92%.

Even more importantly, looking within the Wisconsin vote, the decisive locale for Biden was,
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unsurprisingly, Milwaukee. Wisconsin’s largest city reported an 84% turnout to secure a
145,916 vote lead there for Biden.

Consider a comparison to another very similar Midwestern city, Cleveland, OH. Milwaukee
has a population of 590,000, 67% of them minorities. Cleveland has 381,000 people with
60% of them minorities.

He concluded: “But Milwaukee’s 84% turnout dwarfs Cleveland’s more believable 51% turnout rate.
Like many of the suspect statistical trends evident from last Tuesday, the abnormal factors favoring
Biden seem only present in the key swing states that Biden allegedly won.”

As has been published previously, there’s also the curious fact that Joe Biden outperformed Barack
Obama in key areas.

In the key Pennsylvania counties of Chester, Cumberland, and Montgomery, for instance, Biden outdid
the Obama election performances by factors of 1.24-1.43 times.

Obama won the swing county of Montgomery by 59,000 in his 2012 reelection. But in 2020, Biden won
Montgomery County by a 131,000 votes, more than double the prior Obama margin. Moreover,
population growth does not explain the gains as the county only grew by 22,000 residents during the
eight-year interval.

The media is doing all they can to sweep the abnormalities under the rug and shame anyone who wants
to look into the matter further. They continue to parrot the talking point that voter fraud does not exist
even while opposing the close inspections that would allow voter fraud to be unearthed.

Of course, propaganda, not information, is the true purpose of the mainstream media. For example, the
mainstream media, beginning with the Washington Post, have been shouting far and wide that USPS
ballot-tampering whistleblower Richard Hopkins recanted his allegations.

Yet in a video he personally posted to Twitter, Hopkins denied that he recanted his statements.

American patriots and constitutionalists must remain firm despite the media’s unprecedented
disinformation campaign. With many citizens convinced that malfeasance occurred, there is a path to
victory so long as the president and his supporters do not concede.
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